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 The use of renewable energy has increased markedly with growing global efforts to reduce 
fossil carbon emissions. Among various renewable energy sources, forest residues produced 
from timber harvesting are considered effective energy production sources. The combustion 
effectiveness of forest residues is highly affected by their quality, particularly their moisture 
content. However, determining when forest residues reach the target moisture content (< 30%) 
during natural drying is a challenge to forest managers. Therefore, in this study, we investigated 
the changes in moisture content during the natural drying of forest residues and developed a 
prediction model for estimating the changes in moisture content using meteorological factors. 
The changes in moisture content had similar patterns to the changes in precipitation during the 
natural drying of forest residues, and the minimum natural drying time required to reach the 
target moisture content was approximately 26 days in summer. A prediction model for estimating 
the changes in moisture content was developed using meteorological factors including 
precipitation, wind speed, effective humidity, and solar radiation quantity; the average absolute 
difference between the measured and predicted moisture contents was 22.7% in the model 
validation. Although the developed prediction model has limited accuracy in estimating the 
precise moisture content of forest residues during natural drying, it could aid forest managers to 
roughly determine the appropriate production and transportation times of forest residues for 
energy production. 

1. Introduction

 With increasing global concerns over climate change, the use of renewable energy sources 
such as hydropower, wind, solar, and woody biomass has been gradually increasing to reduce 
fossil carbon emissions. In South Korea, renewable energy accounted for approximately 6% of 
the total energy consumption in 2018, and the government plans to increase the share of 
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renewable energy to 20% by 2030.(1) To achieve this target, woody biomass has been considered 
a valuable energy source for replacing fossil fuels owing to its domestic abundance, sustainable 
supply chains, and carbon neutrality.(2,3)

 Woody biomass for energy production is primarily classified into forest residues, mill 
residue, and urban wood waste. Forest residues are the single largest source of woody biomass 
energy and originate primarily from timber harvests, thinning treatments, tree treatments due to 
pest damage, and forest restoration. Forest residues generated during timber harvesting generally 
include small branches, tree tops, and some decayed wood from harvested trees. In addition, 
forest residues are characterized by the irregular shape and size of the materials and the mixed 
species of harvested trees. These characteristics imply that using forest residues generates 
additional handling efforts for extraction, transportation, comminution, and storage, and high 
production costs typically restrict the use of forest residues for energy production.
 The moisture content of woody biomass is also one of the most important factors in biomass 
utilization, as it directly affects energy production as well as the transport and storage of biomass 
materials.(4,5) Forest residues produced after timber harvesting generally contain abundant 
moisture, approximately 50–60% of the total weight. The high moisture content adversely 
affects the combustion efficiency of woody biomass fuel by consuming energy through the 
absorption of evaporative heat.(4,6) Therefore, a sufficient reduction in moisture content is 
required for the efficient use of woody biomass fuel. The Korea Forest Service has stipulated 
that high-quality wood chips must have a wet-based moisture content of <20%.(7)

 In addition, the moisture content of woody biomass is considered important for its storage.(8) 
In general, woody biomass cannot be used immediately after production and should be stored for 
a certain period. During the storage period, a high moisture content typically increases the 
internal temperature of the loaded fuel during storage, creating suitable conditions for mold and 
bacterial propagation.(9,10) Brischke and Rapp(11) reported that the optimum conditions for mold 
growth are a temperature of 20–30 ℃ and a moisture content of 30–50%. Therefore, the storage 
of woody biomass under these environmental conditions could promote the anaerobic 
fermentation of mold and reduce the overall fuel quality for energy production, as well as reduce 
the dry weight and heat quantity. 
 The high production costs of woody biomass are also closely related to the moisture content 
of raw materials.(4) In forest biomass production, transportation costs account for 31–46% of the 
total production cost,(12) and reducing the weight-to-volume ratio of loaded materials could 
markedly reduce the overall cost of forest biomass production.(13) Strandgard et al.(14) revealed 
that the total production cost of wood chips can be reduced by up to 28–30% by reducing the 
water content. Therefore, a drying process for reducing moisture content is essential for the 
forest biomass supply chain. 
 There are two representative drying methods for woody residue: artificial drying and natural 
drying. Natural drying is widely used for forest biomass because it is cheaper and easier to attain 
a suitable moisture content for field production than by using artificial drying methods.(15) 
However, there are also limitations in the natural drying method, which requires a long time 
(approximately 3 to 6 months under normal conditions) and is strongly affected by meteorological 
factors. Natural drying causes fluctuations in moisture content during the drying period.(4,6) 
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Hence, it is difficult for producers to know the exact time when the object reaches the target 
moisture content, which can decrease the efficiency of the entire forest biomass production 
process.(16) The optimization of the drying time and period is crucial to achieving economical 
forest biomass production. 
 With the growing need for woody biomass fuel worldwide, efficient production and supply 
have become important. In particular, the control of the moisture content in raw materials is one 
of the key factors for forest biomass utilization. In this study, we investigated the changes in the 
moisture content of forest biomass during natural drying in the field using metal frame load cells 
and estimated the appropriate natural drying time considering the meteorological factors in the 
field. The specific objectives were to investigate the variations in moisture content during the 
natural drying of forest residues produced from clear-cutting and to develop a model for 
predicting the variations in moisture content with meteorological factors using the acquired data.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1 Materials and measurements 

 This study was conducted using the forest residues left on the mountains after the line 
thinning of the Korean pine (Pinus koraiensis) forest located at San 154-1 (38°0024.7″N 
127°4813.8″E), Gancheok-ri, Gandong-myeon, Hwacheon-gun, Gangwon-do. We selected one of 
the stacked piles of forest residues in the timber harvesting field and measured the changes in 
moisture content during natural drying from early summer (June 27, 2018) to early fall (October 
2, 2018). The pile of forest residues consisted of stems (34%), branches (41%), and leaves (38%).
 Special natural drying platforms for monitoring the changes in moisture content in forest 
residues were installed on the forest road, as shown in Fig. 1. These platforms comprised frames, 

Fig. 1. (Color online) Metal frame with load cells (a) and data logging device (b) for weighing forest biomass 
during natural drying.

(a) (b)
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measuring devices, and data logging devices. The dimensions of a frame were 2.5 × 2.6 × 2.8 m. 
A measuring device consisted of a load cell, a summing box (Cas, JB-PA, Korea), and an 
indicator (Cas, CI-1580A, Korea). Load cells were installed at the lower corners of the equipment, 
and the weight of forest residues was continuously measured. The weight of forest residues 
measured at four load cells was integrated into the summing box to be transmitted to the 
indicator. The measured weight data were also programmed to be transmitted and recorded via a 
wireless transmitter (Parani, SD-100, Korea) at 1 h intervals. 
 In the natural drying of forest residues, the drying time and period are closely related to the 
meteorological conditions in the field. In the present study, 11 types of weather data, namely,  
evaporation–precipitation (E–P), precipitation, evaporation, solar radiation quantity, cloud, wind 
speed, effective humidity, atmospheric temperature, ground-surface temperature, spot 
atmospheric pressure, and humidity, were considered as parameters affecting the changes in the 
moisture content of forest residues. These parameters were also used to develop a prediction 
model for the moisture content of forest residues. The meteorological parameters were collected 
from the Open Climate Data Center. However, the experimental site was 27.6 km from the 
nearest meteorological station in Seoul and was limited in the preciseness of the received 
meteorological information. Therefore, we integrated data from Seoul Meteorological 
Observatory (37°3417.9″N 126°5758.4″E) and Chuncheon Meteorological Observatory 
(37°5650.9″N 127°4525.3″E) using linear interpolation [Eq. (1), Fig. 2]. In addition, 70% of the 
collected meteorological data were used for model building and the remaining 30% were used 
for model validation.

Fig. 2. (Color online) Meteorological data collection.
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Here, d1 is the distance from p to p1 and d2 is the distance from p to p2.

2.2 Prediction model development

 In general, the accuracy of the prediction model was strongly affected by independent input 
variables. In the development of the prediction model, the critical variables that correlated with 
moisture content were selected from 11 meteorological parameters by correlation analysis. 

 ( )1 1 1 2 2i i k kMC MC x x x cβ β β−= + + + + +  (2)

Here, MCi is the moisture content, βn is the coefficient, and xn is the meteorological parameter.
 Despite the strong relationship with the moisture content, the error rate of the prediction 
model was typically high because of the multi-collinearity between significant variables. 
Therefore, we first tested the multi-collinearity of each variable and removed the variables (E-P, 
Evaporation) found to be correlated with the model. Finally, we implemented the backward 
elimination technique to obtain the optimal prediction model with the minimum error sum of 
squares [SSE, Eq. (2)].
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Here, t* is the t-statistic, D is the mean of the difference in moisture content change between the 
predicted and measured data, and DS  is the standard error for the mean of the difference in 
moisture content.
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Here, N is the number of data.
 To examine the validity of the developed prediction model, a t-test and root mean square 
error (RMSE) analysis were conducted between the measured moisture content and the moisture 
content estimated from the prediction model using the remaining 30% of the test data [Eqs. (3) 
and (4)]. After the error rate analysis, the test data were included in the model to enhance its 
accuracy.(17,18)
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2.3 Validation of prediction model 

 To additionally validate the final prediction model, another harvesting site was selected with 
similar stand conditions (Korean pine stand) and a harvesting method (clear-cutting) similar to 
those of the first study site. A total of 45 piles of forest residues were built on the harvesting 
sites, and all the test piles were subsequently comminuted for six months to measure the changes 
in moisture content for each forest residue pile. After the comminution of each pile, three wood 
chip samples (approximately 500 g per sample) were collected and dried via oven drying (ISO 
18134-1:2015, Switzerland) to acquire the moisture content data (Fig. 3).
 In addition, the meteorological data were collected using the same method as for the previous 
study period of seven months (from September 27, 2019 to April 16, 2020). In the prediction 
model validation, the moisture content predicted from the final model was compared with that 
measured via oven drying. Consequently, the mean error rate was calculated for each pile, and 
cause analysis was conducted on the errors [Eq. (5)].

 * 100p od
p

od

MC MC
E

MC

−
= ×  (5)

Here, E*
p is the error of the moisture content predicted by the model, MCp is the moisture content 

predicted by the model, and MCod is the moisture content measured via oven drying.

3. Results and Discussion
 
3.1 Changes in moisture content for forest residues during natural drying 

 The changes in moisture content were investigated for three months from early summer to 
early fall. In the present study, the target moisture content of forest residues was approximately 

Fig. 3. (Color online) (a) Comminution of each forest residue pile and (b) oven drying of sample wood chip.

(a) (b)
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30%, as fuel materials with this moisture level are effective in producing heat at power plants.(19) 
In the present study, the changes in moisture content had similar patterns to the changes in 
precipitation during the overall monitoring period (Fig. 4). In the summer, when the precipitation 
decreased, the moisture content of the material decreased, and when there was more 
precipitation, the material exhibited a higher moisture content. The minimum natural drying 
time to reach the target moisture content was approximately 26 days (Fig. 4). After first reaching 
the target moisture content, it increased again owing to the high precipitation during the rainy 
season. Approximately 55 days were required to reach the target moisture content. The total 
precipitation during the monitoring period was 548.43 mm, and the mean temperature and 
relative humidity were 23 °C and 67%, respectively. The moisture content of the measured pile 
irregularly increased from June 28 to July 12 and from August 23 to 30, 2018. This increase can 
be attributed to the high precipitation during the heavy rainy season in summer. However, a 
smooth decrease in the moisture content of the material was observed from July 12 to August 23 
and from August 30 to September 27, with the former period showing a considerably greater 
decrease due to the higher temperature in summer. In August, the moisture content markedly 
increased by approximately 20% within a month (August 2018) after heavy rain. In a similar 
study, the moisture content of materials during natural drying was highly affected by the amount 
of precipitation and temperature in each season, and the moisture content increased with the 
higher precipitation and lower temperature in fall.(9,16) Routa et al.(19) also evaluated the changes 
in moisture content between uncovered fresh residues and those covered by paper materials for 8 
months, and the lowest moisture content after natural drying was found in the fresh residues 
covered by paper materials. This result indicates that covering the materials can considerably 
affect the change in moisture content during natural drying.

Fig. 4. (Color online) Measured moisture content of forest residue piles.
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3.2 Development and validation of prediction model for estimating moisture content of 
forest residues in natural drying

 A prediction model was developed to estimate moisture content based on meteorological 
factors. This allowed the investigation of the effects of meteorological factors on the natural 
drying of forest residues. In the development of the prediction model, a correlation analysis was 
first performed to investigate the multi-collinearity between meteorological variables. 
Correlation analysis revealed that the seven parameters (E–P, precipitation, evaporation, solar 
radiation quantity, cloud, wind speed, and effective humidity) were correlated with the daily 
moisture content (Table 1). Among them, E–P and evaporation were eliminated from the model 
owing to their high multi-collinearity with solar radiation quantity. Subsequently, the primary 
model was developed using the backward selection method, and cloud was eliminated from 
independent variables during modeling owing to its low R2. Finally, the primary model was 
developed using five independent variables: daily moisture content change, daily precipitation, 
wind speed, effective humidity, and solar radiation quantity. The fitting rate of the developed 
prediction model was 85%, which was statistically significant (p < 0.05, Table 2).
 The initial prediction model was validated by comparing the measured and predicted 
moisture contents of the forest residue piles. The t-test results showed that there were no 
statistical differences between the measured and predicted moisture contents (p > 0.05, Table 3), 
and the relationship between the measured and predicted moisture contents for forest residues is 
shown in Fig. 5. The average absolute percentage difference between the measured and predicted 
moisture contents was only 14% and R2 was 0.9019. Therefore, it was concluded that the 
prediction model was valid and could be used to accurately predict the moisture content of forest 

Table 1
Coefficient between DMCa and meteorological parameters.
Meteorological parameters Pearson’sb

**Evaporation–Precipitation (E–P) −0.755
**Precipitation 0.731
**Evaporation −0.617
**Solar radiation quantity −0.606
**Cloud 0.497
**Wind speed −0.444
**Effective humidity 0.422
Atmospheric temperature −0.188
Ground-surface temperature −0.163
Spot atmospheric pressure 0.075
Humidity −0.042
aDMC: daily moisture content, **p < 0.01, bPearson’s correlation coefficient

Table 2 
Primary multiple regression models for estimating daily moisture change from forest biomass. 
Multiple regression equations n R2 p-value

( )1 0.129 0.318 0.053 0.095 4.050i iMC MC P WS EH SR−= + × − × − × − × + 65 0.854 <0.0001
*MC: moisture content, P: precipitation, WS: wind speed, EH: effective humidity, SR: solar radiation quantity
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residues using meteorological information for the natural drying period during open harvesting. 
Some differences observed in the initial model validation likely occurred because the dataset 
used contained data on weight losses, including both water and dry matter losses. In addition, 
the wide range of differences was likely caused by using the terrestrial meteorological data 
estimated by linear interpolation rather than the data obtained from the actual mountainous area. 
Therefore, directly installing the equipment for meteorological data collection in the natural 
drying area should be considered in future studies.
 The final prediction model based on these results is presented in Table 3. The fitting rate of 
the final model was 79%, which was statistically significant (p < 0.05). Among the independent 
variables of the model, the wind speed was found to have the most significant effect on the 
change in moisture content, followed by solar radiations quantity, precipitation, and effective 
humidity. Therefore, it was considered that the moisture content could be reduced more 
efficiently by stacking the piles of drying residues in places less closely surrounded by mountain 
slopes for better ventilation and solar radiation. To test the final model, it was adapted to the new 
dataset (45 forest residue piles) acquired from September 27, 2019 to April 16, 2020 (203 days) in 
the Pinus koraiensis forest (Fig. 6, Table 4). The initial moisture content of the forest residue 
piles was assumed to be 50%.(4) The average absolute difference between the measured and 
predicted moisture contents was 22.7%, and the minimum and maximum differences were 1.8 

Fig. 5. Validation of initial prediction model.

Table 3 
Final multiple regression model for estimating daily moisture change from forest biomass.
Multiple regression equation n R2 p-value

( )1 0.089 0.775 0.037 0.098 3.947i iMC MC P WS EH SR−= + × − × − × − × + 91 0.786 <0.0001
*MC: moisture content, P: precipitation, WS: wind speed, EH: effective humidity, SR: solar radiation quantity
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and 47.8%, respectively (Table 4). Among the 45 forest residue piles, although every pile was 
dried under similar conditions, the range of differences among the piles was wide owing to the 
variations in their size, shape, and soil and irradiance conditionss. In addition, this prediction 
model is considered to have limited accuracy in estimating the moisture content change in 
different seasons because of the use of short-term monitoring data. Therefore, to enhance the 
accuracy of this prediction model in the future, a dataset containing at least one year of changes 
in monitored moisture content is required.

4. Conclusions 

 Owing to the increasing need for woody biomass fuel for energy use, its quality, particularly 
the moisture content, which directly affects the combustion effectiveness, has become important. 
Woody biomass produced from forest harvesting is dried to enhance its quality by lowering the 
moisture content. Normally, the natural drying of woody biomass in South Korea aims to 
achieve a moderate moisture content of <30%. However, it is difficult to determine the exact 
time required to dry the biomass and process it into fuels such as wood chips and pellets. 

Fig. 6. (Color online) Measured and predicted moisture contents of forest residues.

Table 4
Difference between measured and predicted moisture contents for each forest residue pile.  

Items n Difference between measured and predicted moisture contents (%) p-valueAverage Maximum Minimum
45 22.7 47.8 1.8 0.158
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 Hence, to enable the estimation of the moisture content of woody biomass under certain 
meteorological conditions, we developed a moisture content prediction model using the 
monitored meteorological factors whose changes were consistent with weight changes of forest 
residue piles.
 As expected, a strong correlation existed between the moisture change in biomass piles and 
the amount of precipitation. This is likely due to the fact that the monitored forest residue pile 
was not covered by any material and, therefore, the changes in moisture content reacted 
sensitively to precipitation. In addition, during the entire monitoring period, the time required to 
reach the target moisture content from a similar initial moisture content was approximately 9 
days faster in summer than in fall owing to the higher temperature.
 The moisture content prediction model was developed using meteorological factors such as 
daily moisture content change, daily precipitation, wind speed, effective humidity, and solar 
radiation quantity. Through the validation of this model using a total of 45 woody residue piles, 
we found that the average difference between the predicted and measured moisture contents was 
22.7% and ranged from 1.8 to 47.8%. However, a wide range of differences was observed (i.e., 
Table 4) owing to the differences in the size, shape, and soil, and irradiance conditions of the 
piles, as well as the use of short-term monitoring data (summer to fall). Therefore, future studies 
should be based on long-term monitoring involving various species of biomass and climates to 
enhance the applicability of prediction models for the natural drying of forest residues.
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